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Auli’i

Auli'i1) is a player character played by Charaa.

Auli’i

Species & Gender: Fox Female
nicknames Little Fox,Pup,Floof, Mouthy wench

Date of Birth: 17日 9月 YE 44
Organization: Independent/Iron Company
Occupation: Smith

Rank: Apprentice Smith
Current Placement: Sandraker, Galactic-South Kikyo Sector

Physical Description
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In stark contrast to some foxes in her vicinity, Auli’I possesses a diminutive
stature, barely reaching the height of 152.4cm (5ft). This distinctive
attribute can be attributed to her lineage tracing back to the fennec fox.
Her distinguishing canine ears, reminiscent of those of a fennec fox,
elegantly emerge from beneath her hair. Typically, she takes great care to
keep her hair away from her visage, meticulously grooming it for ease of
management. As is common among anthropomorphic beings, her body is
entirely cloaked in fur. Her back is adorned with a sandstone-colored coat,
while a white hue adorns the region from her chin down to her nether
regions, resembling the fur of a red fox. A brown fur, closely resembling
that on her feet, graces her arms and legs, culminating just above her
elbows, imparting the appearance of extended latex gloves favored by

certain partygoers.

Notably, her mouth is equipped with fangs, occasionally revealed during speech or moments of
astonishment and concentration. Her eyes possess a striking crimson hue, which, when subjected to
dimly lit environments, emits a subtle, almost imperceptible, luminescence when closely examined.
Thanks to her furry covering, climatic concerns are largely unfounded, allowing Auli’I to favor lightweight,
custom-made attire that accommodates her tail with ease.

Dark markings encircle her eyes, contrasting noticeably with the tone of her hands. Auli’I sports a single,
two-foot-long tail, adorned with a distinctive ring. In dry conditions, her fur conceals embedded metal
recesses and seams, ingeniously designed to facilitate the emergence of her claws. The apex of her tail
boasts a vibrant red hue, lending it a unique and eye-catching quality.

Personality

She's quite clever, much like how foxes are often
portrayed. She possesses self-awareness and a sense of
sentience that rivals any human. Unaware of her clone
status, she believes she's the result of an uplifting
experiment. She has little interest in delving into her past
and finds contentment in her current circumstances.

Her upbringing has left her with some conflicting influences. Growing up in the Iron Company's ranks
instilled some of their behavior in her, but being around Tacho also had an impact on her communication
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style.

As a young fox, Auli'I developed a taste for trying out new foods, even if they were neither edible nor
healthy. This led to her collecting peculiar carcasses and labeling them as food items. In the past, her
curiosity would often divert the attention of those around her, prompting them to stop what they were
doing to intervene and prevent her from attempting to eat strange things.

Auli'I holds a deep respect for everyone in the Iron Company, and she assigns them special nicknames,
much like a character from an anime. She considers Tacho as her mother, though legally adopted or not,
and she affectionately calls the Iron Company's Grandmaster “papa” while referring to the other
members as her big brothers or big sisters. Despite her immaturity, she occasionally challenges Tacho
and a few others to a “Mouth Off Contest,” a playful competition where they engage in creative and
good-natured banter using rude or crude language.

History

The story of Auli'i2) began differently from most Biologicals.

Origins

Auli'I came into existence within the sterile environment of a cutting-edge cloning facility located on
Station Omacron, on 17日 9月 YE 44. Her creation was a consequence of acquiring new genetic material
during the Durandium Phoenix Shakedown3). Auli'I's genetic makeup was a blend of various fox types,
including the standard fox and some fennec fox traits. The cloning procedure was advancing smoothly
until a series of unforeseen malfunctions disrupted the process. Consequently, Auli'I's early
developmental stage as a fox baby was abruptly interrupted, and she was unexpectedly expelled from
her cloning tank.

The Departure

The incident caused the clone to find herself alone and confused in the laboratory, but also curious of her
surroundings. This caused her to begin wondering around the lab before anyone could realize what had
happened, the fox baby clone wandered out of the laboratory and inadvertently stumbled upon a
shipping crate destined for a certain military group called the Iron Company Due to a mix-up in labeling,
the crate was mistakenly loaded onto a transport ship, unknowingly carrying the young clone with it4).

Hello Fam!

Few Hours later, upon their arrival on an Iron Company base in the Njord System, they opened the crate,
revealing the unexpected presence of a fox baby clone, much to the surprise of the soldiers, especially
Tacho. To everyone's astonishment, the little one had devoured most of the food inside the crate. At first,
confusion and concern clouded the atmosphere due to this unforeseen arrival. However, as they
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observed her innocent and inquisitive nature, the members of the group began to form a strong bond
with the young clone.

The clone, devoid of any memory or knowledge about her origin, was bestowed the name “Auli'i” by one
of the members, drawing inspiration from a planet within the Iron Company's home territory. Despite her
accidental appearance, she swiftly endeared herself to the group and became a cherished and valuable
member, thanks to her intelligence, adaptability, and unique abilities.

Life

YE 44 18. Recognizing Auli'i's potential, the leadership of the Iron Company decided to provide her with
specialized training. They tailored her education and combat skills to complement her natural instincts,
successfully unlocking her full potential. During this process, they also observed her rapid maturation,
which progressed at a rate similar to that of the Nekovalkyrja. It appeared as though she started
speaking within a mere day, influenced by Tacho.

Under the guidance of experienced instructors, Auli'i honed her combat skills, marksmanship, and tactical
expertise. She proved to be an exceptional asset to the company, demonstrating an uncanny ability to
move stealthily, utilize heightened senses, and exhibit incredible agility.

Role

YE 45 As Auli'i matured within the group, her curiosity about her past grew steadily. Because she was an
anthro with fading memories of a lab, some members of the Iron Company believed she might have been
the result of an uplifting experiment. This curiosity drove her to seek her own path and define her
identity beyond the circumstances of her creation. Consequently, her integration into the Iron Company
continued, and her role evolved from being an accidental addition to becoming a respected member. Her
unique abilities, coupled with her unwavering loyalty and dedication, earned her the trust and respect of
her fellow soldiers.

Her agility, heightened senses, and empathy allowed her to navigate challenging terrain and establish
connections with local wildlife, which proved valuable for gathering intelligence during missions.
Additionally, she decided to focus on Technician roles, enabling her to provide services that benefitted
her new home. During the company's latest mission5), she worked diligently in the Engineering
department.

Skills Learned

The Little Knucklehead has the following notable skills:

Power Armor.
Communication – Auli’i can communicate in Nira'las6),and Trade (language), she barely started
learning Yamataigo (邪馬台語). In addition to swearing like a sailor.
Starship Operations – Auli’i can effectively operate Starships.
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Engineering – She has learned how to fix and work on repairs7)

Drinking - She has become a competitive consumer of adult beverages. She often uses her ability
to tolerate booze in large quantities to win bets and challenges.
Gambling - She has learned to master the human game of poker, much to the disappointment of
others within the Iron Company.
History - Auli'i has extensive knowledge of xenobiology, and the traditions of the company, and the
black box he carries is a wealth of technical data.

Social Connections

Group

The men of the Iron Company – Big brothers.

Family

Albert Steiner – The Boss.
Tacho - Mama Tacho.
Michelle Elizabeth Andrake Big Sister
Jacob Morris Finder and Papa Jacob.
Freya Morris Wife of Jacob Morris -first mama
Olaf Morris: Brother(Adopted), Currently working as a merchant
Lisa Morris: Sister(Adopted) (Deceased)
Andre Morris: Brother(Adopted) (Deceased)
Helena Morris: Sister, Infant(Adopted)
Nara Akhai Drenai Big Sister

Dirt

Revjak level 10
Marika Hamuera level 4

Inventory & Finance

5x Steiner Era Uniforms
Several Civilian Outfits
A pile of scrap
foodstuffs 8)

Knucklehead Standard-Issue Battle Rifle-
Brigandine Combat Hardsuit modified
Thunderer Heavy Rifle
Independent Starter Pack
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Salvage Born Equipment

Auli'i's Power Armor

Jabberwocky Prototype Armor

Auli'i's Ship

Screaming Banshee

Tools

Screwdriver Set: A selection of different-sized screwdrivers, including Phillips and flathead, to
handle a wide range of screw types.
Pliers: Assorted pliers such as needle-nose, regular, and wire-cutting pliers for gripping, bending,
and cutting wires or other small objects.
Multimeter: A versatile tool for measuring voltage, current, resistance, and continuity. Essential
for electrical troubleshooting and repairs.
Precision Tweezers: Small, fine-tipped tweezers for handling delicate components or small parts.
Wire Cutter and Stripper: A tool specifically designed for cutting and stripping wires of various
gauges.
Utility Knife: A sharp, retractable knife for cutting cables, opening packages, and other general
purposes.
Electrical Tape: Insulating tape for electrical repairs and securing loose wires.
Soldering Iron Kit: A soldering iron with solder wire, flux, and a stand for soldering or desoldering
electronic components.
Cable Tester: A device for checking network cables, ensuring proper connectivity and identifying
faults.
Flashlight: A compact, portable flashlight for lighting up dark areas during repairs.
Anti-Static Wrist Strap: A safety measure to prevent electrostatic discharge while working with
sensitive electronic components.
Small Parts Organizer: A container with multiple compartments for organizing and storing small
screws, nuts, bolts, and other small parts.
Tool Bag: A durable, convenient bag with multiple pockets and compartments to safely store and
transport the toolkit.
Starshield Programmable Matter Multitool9)

Salvage

Broken Electrostimulant Pack (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 80-14, IC: 1097-19951-85)
Dead NAM Security
Type 30 35mm Machine Gun (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 20-82, IC: 1697-244499-100)
Lubricant (Mechanical, not personal) (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 14-14, IC: 239-41805-27)
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“Mobile Spanner” Drone (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 55-54, IC: 2972-161139-103)
Single Book (Novel… With A Mostly Naked ID-SOL On The Cover… Such Flowing Hair!) (YE 45
Salvage Giveaway, TC: 70-19, IC: 1387-56753-81)
Nanomuscle Strands (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 44-48, IC: 2125-143337-87)

OOC Information

This article was created on 2023/09/21 10:10 Charaa.

In the case Charaa becomes inactive:

Commissar Farzi and Andrew has complete control over this character.
Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Auli'i
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Sandraker
Character's Home Ship-faced Nutcracker
Plots Reactivated
Harm Limit no harm

1)

Hawaiian origin, and the name of Moana’s Actress
2)

of Hawaiian origin, and the name of Moana’s Actress
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/mining-guild-adventure-prep-the-durandium-phoenix-shake
down-cruise.69461/
4)

the crate was going to the Iron company for a special deal
5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/reactivated-m1-blood-on-the-sand.70659/
6)

thanks to Tacho
7)

might have caused damage in the past
8)

gribbles carcasses
9)

Not sure if she'd had access before the Iron Company joined up ith Yugumo.
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